Web Archiving:
CHANGE AND CHALLENGE
PRO-CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION LAWMAKERS DOMINATE DIET

The LDP keeps its majority in the House of the Representatives in a general election. Including its coalition partner Kōmeitō, the ruling parties hold two-thirds of the seats in both chambers of the Diet, which enables them to submit proposals for constitutional revision.
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PRO-CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION LAWMAKERS DOMINATE DIET

The LDP keeps its majority in the House of the Representatives in a general election. Including its coalition partner Kōmeitō, the ruling parties hold two-thirds of the seats in both chambers of the Diet, which enables them to submit proposals for constitutional revision.
Business Groups

Keizai Dōyukai | Japan Association of Corporate Executives
経済同友会
Archived Site (IA) | Archived Site (NDL) | Live Site

This website states that the current constitution no longer conforms to today's world. Dealing with foreign major disasters and terrorism, and protecting the international order will be essential to the protection of Japan's prosperity and security. It should not hesitate to revise Article 9 in order to ensure its national security. Japan should also include articles for national emergency in its revised constitution; clarify the scope of citizens' rights; and discuss the process of constitutional revision.

Nihon Keizai Dantai Rengōkai | Keidanren
日本経済団体連合会（経団連）
Archived Site (IA) | Archived Site (NDL) | Live Site

Keidanren is one of the largest three business groups in Japan; the others are the Japan Association of Corporate Executives (Keizai Dōyukai/経済同友会) and the Japan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (Nihon Shōkō Kaigisho/日本商工会議所). Keidanren is composed of major companies in Japan and has been influential in politics, representing big business in Japan. This group has a long history of providing donations to the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP). Keidanren has occasionally made proposals regarding various political issues, including constitutional revision. They also published reviews of major political parties. The reviews have been a criteria for companies to decide to which party they provide donations. In 2003, Keidanren released "憲法問題調査会意見書 白紙に返すために" (Japanese PDF) [A Proposal for Constitutional Revision for Independent Individuals and Nation].
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Archive It: Repeated vs. One-Time Crawls

Constitutional Revision Research Project:
141 Results (2 Pages)

Japan Disasters Archive:
14,667 Results (147 Pages)
Archive It: Repeated Vs. One-Time Crawls

Constitutional Revision: 41 Crawls

Japan Disasters Archive: 1 Crawl

Buraku Liberration & Human Rights Institute
Constitutional Revision Research Project

• Duplication Concern
• Want to Think Beyond Preservation
• No Targeted Content – Lack of Focus
• Example: 41 Crawls Made by RIJS Out of 397 Total Crawls

41 out of 402 captures saved by RIJS
Keyword Search from Homepage

Constitutional Revision Project
Collected by: Reischauer Institute of Japanese Studies, Harvard University
Archived since: Oct, 2017
No description.

Narrow Your Results

Sites for this collection are listed below. Narrow your results at left, or enter a search query below to find a site, specific URL or to search the text of archived webpages.
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Page 1 of 2 (141 Total Results)

Title: Atarashii Kenpō o Tsukuru Kokumin Kaigi (Jishu Kenpō Seiteit Kokumin Kaigi) 新しい憲法をつくる国民会議 (自主憲法制定国民会議)
URL: http://atarashii-kenpou.jp/
Searching Archive-It: Constitutional Revision

No longer on Homepage

Top Findings are Relevant...

But Not All 51,136 Results

Click Here
Searching Archive-It: Constitutional Revision

Using the "Back" Button Will Result in Garbled Text
Searching Archive-It: Constitutional Revision

Must Use "Advanced Search"
Do Not Use Default Search Bar or Homepage

Garbled Text

147,773 Results??!!
Final Thoughts

- Repeated Crawls vs One-Time Crawls
- Domain Crawl vs Targeted Crawl
- Utilize Wayback Machine vs Initiate Web-Archiving Project
- Archive It and Difficulties with East Asian Scripts
- Assessment of Time and Resources
Thank You